
Brauereitour 3 - Stadt, Land, Bier

CYCLING TOUR

The 57-kilometer round trip takes you through the gently rolling hills of the Chiemgau. On the way you go through the 
beer town, to the warmest bathing lake in Upper Bavaria and to five breweries.

Starting point
Traunstein, at Karl Theodor Platz

Location
Traunstein


distance:
56.0 kilometres 

duration:
04:00 hours


maximum altitude:
633 meters 

minimum altitude:
444 meters


altitude difference:
521 ascending 

altitude difference:
521 descending

Hofbräuhaus Traunstein - private brewery Schnitzlbaumer - Wochinger Bräu - Aiging - Neuhausen - Kammer - 
Otting - Waging am See - Waginger See - Petting - private country brewery Schönram - Teisendorf - Obermoos - 
Lauter - Traunstein

The circular route can be easily started in Traunstein . Here you have the opportunity to visit three breweries at the same 
time. The Hofbräuhaus Traunstein , located in the old town for 400 years, the private brewery Schnitzlbaumer , the oldest 
brewery in Traunstein, and the Wochinger Bräu , known for its handcrafted beers. Or you can pedal first and enjoy the 
beer town of Traunstein after the bike tour.

The designated cycle route takes you along the Traun in a northerly direction via Aiging to Neuhausen. It continues via 
Kammer to Otting. You now follow the bike signs on the shortest route to the quiet Waginger See . From here you 
continue cycling in a southeasterly direction to Petting. Follow the cycle path to Schönram to the private country brewery 
Schönram , which brews according to the motto "Quality knows no compromises". The Bräustüberl, which belongs to the 
brewery, is right next door and invites you to take a welcome break.

After a little refreshment, it's the same way back a bit. After almost a kilometer, turn left and cycle to Teisendorf , where 
the private brewery MC Wieninger is located. In addition to classic beers, swing top bottle specialties and special beers are 
also brewed here. In the brewery inn in the middle of Teisendorf you will experience down-to-earth Bavarian hospitality . 
The bike tour logos will then lead you to Lauter via Obermoos. In Lauter you cross the railway line and cycle back to the 
starting point in Traunstein .

https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/brauerei-hofbraeuhaus-traunstein
https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/brauerei-schnitzlbaumer-in-traunstein
https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/brauerei-wochingerbraeu
https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/private-landbrauerei-schoenram
https://www.chiemsee-chiemgau.info/privatbrauerei-mc-wieninger


Tip : The Maria Mühlberg pilgrimage church towers above Waging on the Mühlberg . The fantastic view of the 
Waginger See and the surrounding landscape up to the Chiemgau Alps makes up for the effort of the ascent. Take a little 
detour from your bike tour and enjoy the view!
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